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Information limitation and the dynamics of
coupled ecological systems
Andrew M. Hein

* and Benjamin T. Martin1,2,3

1,2

The dynamics of large ecological systems result from vast numbers of interactions between individual organisms. Here, we
develop mathematical theory to show that the rate of such interactions is inherently limited by the ability of organisms to
gain information about one another. This phenomenon, which we call ‘information limitation’, is likely to be widespread in real
ecological systems and can dictate both the rates of ecological interactions and long-run dynamics of interacting populations.
We show how information limitation leads to sigmoid interaction rate functions that can stabilize antagonistic interactions and
destabilize mutualistic ones; as a species or type becomes rare, information on its whereabouts also becomes rare, weakening
coupling with consumers, pathogens and mutualists. This can facilitate persistence of consumer–resource systems, alter the
course of pathogen infections within a host and enhance the rates of oceanic productivity and carbon export. Our findings may
shed light on phenomena in many living systems where information drives interactions.

C

oupled population models are used to study immune function1, disease epidemics2, plant–pollinator networks3, food
web dynamics4, oceanic nutrient cycling5 and a host of other
important biological phenomena. A defining feature of these and
many other living systems is that interactions among populations
emerge from individual organisms perceiving and actively locating
one another using sensory information6,7. This behaviour causes the
motion of one organism to become correlated with the location of
another over distances that can range from a few to thousands of
body lengths8–10. In the most widely used mean-field models of ecological interactions, these correlations are assumed to be either very
short-range or weak, such that mass action provides a reasonable
description of ecological interaction rates11–14. Here, we explicitly
incorporate these information-induced correlations into a more general model of ecological interactions. By building on stochastic reaction rate theory15,16, our framework integrates responses to sensory
information by deriving long-run interaction rates from observed
movement characteristics of individual organisms. The framework
can readily be applied to empirical data to relate empirical patterns
of movement to long-run interaction rates (see ‘Estimating model
parameters from data’ in Supplementary Discussion). Our analysis
reveals two important findings. First, our model shows that the kinds
of responses to sensory information that are empirically observed in
ecological systems7 can have a dominant effect on interaction rates,
determining both the value of the interaction rate and the functional
form that relates interaction rate to population densities. Second,
our analysis reveals that the dynamical properties of interacting
populations, including stability, oscillations and rates of productivity, depend intimately on the way organisms respond to sensory
information. Our theory provides a mathematical framework for
connecting sensory information and behaviour at the organismal
level to the long-run dynamics of interacting populations.

Results

To derive interaction rates, we consider interactions between
a ‘searcher’ population (predator, disease vector, pollinator or

immune cell) and a ‘target’ population (prey, host, flower or
pathogen, Fig. 1a). Searchers move through the environment at
speed v and interact with targets (for example, by attacking prey)
when they come within a short interaction distance, li. We incorporate responses to sensory information by considering targets
that produce a signal. Signals are ubiquitous in living systems and
are produced both actively17,18—as in the case of acoustic calls or
visual displays—and passively, such as through excretion of metabolic waste (for example, carbon dioxide12,19) or sound production during feeding or locomotion8 (Fig. 1b). Searchers use such
signals to navigate to targets7,12,19,20, typically by biasing motion
towards the target when the signal is sufficiently strong (Fig. 1c).
We define l* as the distance within which the searcher gains information about a target’s location via signals and biases its motion
accordingly (Fig. 1a).
When targets are sparse, the typical distance from a searcher to the
nearest target is large and searchers primarily move through space
at random with respect to targets (Fig. 2a). As density increases, the
fraction of space within a distance l* of a target increases sharply
(Fig. 2a, insets), and searcher motion becomes directed towards targets throughout much of the environment. The important point is
this: the typical movement pattern of searchers in an environment
with sparse targets is qualitatively different from typical searcher
movements when targets are dense (Fig. 2a, curve). To understand the effect this transition from primarily random to primarily directed motion has on interaction rate, λ, we begin by deriving
interaction rates for the two extremes: purely random motion and
purely directed motion (Fig. 2b, red line and black curve, respectively). When searchers move at random everywhere in the environment, interaction rate is linear or near linear in target density
(Fig. 2b, red line) as in conventional mass action-based models
of ecological interactions11,13,14. On the contrary, when motion is
directed towards targets everywhere, interaction rates are determined by the time taken to move directly from one target to the
next. In a uniform random target field or lattice, the typical distance
to a target is proportional to ρ−1/n, leading to the low density (that
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Fig. 1 | Model setup, sensory signals and searcher motion in empirical systems. a, Searcher moves through target landscape. Turns are uniform random
when distance is greater than l*, and biased towards the target when distance is less than l*. b, Normalized signal strength (signal strength/strength at
source) as function of distance from source for chemical gradient produced by a point source in still water12 (green), acoustic level from a sound source52
(yellow), rate of odour whiffs downwind of a scent source53 (blue) and object–background visual contrast in water33 (orange). Signals decay with distance
leading to finite detection length scale, l*. c, Effect of sensory signals on movement behaviour of nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans, in search of prey54;
mosquito, Aedes aegypti, in search of CO2 source19,55; moth, Manduca sexta, in presence and absence of plant volatiles56; and immune cells (neutrophils) in
absence of wound (right) and in the vicinity of a wound site20 (left). ‘Signal’ histograms show distribution of angle, θ, in experiments where a sensory signal
was provided. ‘No signal’ histograms are from experiments where the signal was absent.

1

is, ρ  li2) scaling, λ / ρn (Fig. 2b, black curve and Supplementary
Discussion),
where nIis the dimension of the environment, ρ is tarI
get density and λ is the rate of interactions between the searcher
and targets14. At high densities, both random and directed searches
become limited by interaction duration (that is, handling time),
h, rather than search time and the interaction rate in both models
approaches 1/h.

The limits of purely random motion and purely directed
motion (Fig. 2b) form an envelope within which real biological
systems operate. For any finite value of the sensory length scale,
l* > li, the interaction rate between searchers and targets is determined by a mixture of random and directed motion (Fig. 2a). In
particular, the long-run interaction rate is λ = (〈τ〉+ h)−1, where
h is the duration of each interaction (that is, handling time),
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Fig. 2 | Information, motion and interaction rates. a, Searcher motion
changes qualitatively with changing target density. Motion is primarily
random when targets are sparse and directed when targets are dense. b, Rate
of interactions between searcher and targets across a range of target density.
Limiting cases of purely random motion (red line) and purely directed motion
(black line) provide bounds on performance when detection length, l*, is
finite (blue curves). Note the sigmoid shape of blue curves. Different curves
show different values of l*, from high (light blue) to low (dark blue). Curves
are generated by solving for λ as described in Methods, assuming diffusive
motion in region l > l* and h = 0 (see Supplementary Table 1 for parameter
values). Points are mean encounter rates generated from 100 replicate
individual-based simulations of searcher–target interactions. c, Per-capita
interaction rates for curves shown in b with h = 300 s. When l* is finite (blue
curves), per-capita rate increases at low density before decreasing at high
density, indicating a lower regime where information is limiting (grey region)
and an upper regime where the time per interaction (that is, handling time) is
limiting. Location of peak per-capita interaction rate (grey region) demarcates
these regimes. Peak location is determined by sensory length scale, l* (inset).
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Fig. 3 | Population persistence and collapse in consumer–resource
systems. Each point represents a consumer–resource system (Rosenzweig–
MacArthur model) with parameters chosen at random from empirically
derived ranges23,24 (see Methods and Supplementary Discussion). a,b, Point
colour indicates population persistence (blue) or collapse (grey) when
interactions are governed by a type II functional response (a) or informationlimited interactions (b) (Methods, equation (1)). Note that increasing
carrying capacity lowers the upper limit of interaction strengths where
persistence is possible in a, but not in b. Point hue indicates amplitude of
prey cycles for persisting populations: small amplitude (dark blue) and large
amplitude (light blue). Insets show example time series. Systems were
considered to collapse if either population density fell below 10−20.

and τ Ris mean search time.
R 1Mean search time can be written
1
hτi ¼ l* pðlÞτrandom ðlÞdl þ 0 pðlÞτdirected dl, where p(l) is the probability
that a searcher begins its search a distance, l, from the nearest
I
target, τrandom is the mean time taken to reach l* by random motion
from a distance l > l*, and τdirected is the time taken to move directly
to the target within the region of directed motion. In Methods, we
show how this formulation can be used to derive the interaction
rate, λ, from the properties of searcher motion and the sensory
length scale, l* (see Methods, equation (1)). Using our framework,
the interaction rate function in any given empirical system can be
derived directly from behavioural data by empirically estimating
model parameters (Supplementary Discussion).
For a wide range of biophysically constrained assumptions (see
Methods, Supplementary Discussion and Extended Data Figs. 1–3),
the interaction rate between searchers and targets is a sigmoid function that transitions from being approximately linear in target density when density is low, to super-linear and eventually saturating
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Fig. 4 | Information limitation dictates qualitative dynamics in consumer–resource systems. a, Per-capita interaction rate function of the consumer–
resource system with information limited interactions shown in Fig. 3b (red point) for three different values of sensory length scale, l*. Curves are scaled
by adjusting searcher speed, v, so all three have the same interaction rate at equilibrium (red circle), but the shape of curves for low (blue solid line),
intermediate (orange dashed line) and high l* (green dotted line) differ. b, Time series (left) and phase portraits (right) for consumer–resource systems
with per-capita interaction rates shown in a. c, Dominant eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix of consumer–resource system at equilibrium across a range
of values of l*. Point colours indicate corresponding curves in a. Note positive eigenvalue for very small and very large values of l*, indicating the loss of a
stable fixed point at these extremes.

at high target density (Fig. 2b, blue curves). This transition occurs
because, as density increases, searchers transition from spending
most of their time in undirected search to spending most of their
time moving directly towards targets (Fig. 2a). In analogy with diffusion-limited chemical reactions15,16, we refer to the regime where
the contribution of random motion dominates the interaction rate
as the ‘information limited’ regime.
An important implication of the sigmoid interaction rate functions shown in Fig. 2b is that the efficiency of searchers varies
systematically with the density of targets (Fig. 2c). The per-capita
risk of a given target being found by a searcher initially increases
as density increases, before decreasing at higher densities; the
rate of interactions transitions from being information-limited at
low target density (Fig. 2c, grey region) to handling time-limited
at high density. We explore the population dynamic consequences
of this non-monotonic risk21, and of information limitation more
generally, using four types of widely used ecological models:
consumer–resource models, models of interacting mutualists,
immune cell–pathogen models and models of biomass flux in
patchy environments.
Classical consumer–resource models in which the resource
grows logistically and the consumer and resource interact via saturating mass action kinetics (that is, type II functional response)
exhibit a peculiar feature known as the ‘paradox of enrichment’:
when the carrying capacity of the resource is high, both resource
and consumer populations begin to oscillate. Oscillations increase
in amplitude until extinctions of finite populations occur22. Using
empirically derived parameters23,24 (see Supplementary Discussion)
we find that under standard coupled population models, large
amplitude cycles lead to the collapse of consumer–resource systems over a wide range of biologically relevant parameter space
(Fig. 3a, grey points indicate collapsing communities). If the type II
functional response is replaced by an information-limited interaction rate (that is, Fig. 2b, blue curves; Methods equation (1)), the
region over which consumer–resource systems persist expands significantly (Fig. 3b, blue points indicate persisting communities).
This enhanced persistence follows from the reduced efficiency of
consumers at low resource densities21 captured by the informationlimited model (Fig. 2c); once the resource becomes rare enough,

information-limited consumers are unable to drive the resource to
lower densities.
Because it expresses demographic parameters as functions of
organismal-level traits, our framework allows one to predict how
changes in consumer and resource traits affect demography. For
example, conditioning on a fixed value of the interaction rate at equilibrium (Fig. 4a, red point), whether the consumer–resource system
exhibits a stable fixed point or a limit cycle hinges on the value of
the sensory length scale, l*. When l* is either very small or very large,
the inflection point of the interaction rate function occurs below the
equilibrium resource density, and dynamics become unstable (Fig.
4a,b, upper and lower panels). However, for intermediate values of
l*, the inflection point of the interaction rate occurs above equilibrium resource density, such that resource risk decreases as resource
density decreases (Fig. 4a, orange dashed line). This leads to a stable
consumer–resource equilibrium (Fig. 4b, middle panel). The effect
of the sensory length scale on stability can be seen in more general
terms by plotting the dominant eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix of
the consumer–resource system at equilibrium (Fig. 4c), which indicates a large region of stable dynamics for intermediate l*.
The non-monotonic change in per-capita interaction rates with
density predicted by our model follows from the sigmoid shape
of the information-limited interaction rate function (Fig. 2b).
Sigmoid interaction rate functions—for example, type III functional responses25–27—are widely used in food web models, in part
because they are known to stabilize large oscillations28 that seldom occur in real systems29. The sigmoid form has typically been
attributed to complex behaviours such as adaptive prey switching25
or very specific forms of learning26. However, our model reveals
that a sigmoid form can emerge from the much more general constraint of limited information about the locations of targets illustrated in Fig. 2. Our results, therefore, suggest that information
limitation could help to explain the origin of sigmoid interaction
rate functions in empirical systems27 and, as a result, the rarity of
large amplitude cycles in real food webs29. Despite having a similar shape, our model is not mathematically equivalent to a type III
functional response; we will return to this point and to its theoretical implications for bridging organismal and population levels of
organization in the Discussion.
Nature Ecology & Evolution | www.nature.com/natecolevol
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Fig. 5 | Information limitation can destabilize mutualistic interactions.
a,b, Null clines (thick black lines) and stable equilibria (blue points) for
obligate mutualist species under a standard type II functional response
(a) and information limitation (b). Weakened coupling under information
limitation causes system collapse when either population density is too
low (red lines in b; see Methods). Shown is a case where populations
grow logistically with carrying capacity of zero in the absence of the
other population.

In contrast to their stabilizing effect on antagonistic interactions,
the weakened interaction rates at low density that occur under
information limitation can destabilize the dynamics of interacting
mutualists by introducing or expanding a basin of attraction that
leads to population collapse (compare Fig. 5a,b). This effect follows
intuitively from the fact that, under information limitation, the percapita rate at which searchers encounter targets becomes very low as
target density becomes low, because searchers lack sufficient information to find targets quickly. Both mutualists suffer in this regime
and populations cannot be sustained.
The key feature of our framework (Figs. 1 and 2) is that it relates
measurable, micro-scale features of ecological interactions—for
example, patterns of searcher motion and responses to sensory
signals (Fig. 1c)—to long-run interaction rates. It is, therefore,
particularly useful for studying dynamics of systems in which
micro-scale behaviour is easy to measure but population dynamics
are difficult to anticipate. An example is the within-host dynamics of pathogen infections. Classic models of infections assume
Nature Ecology & Evolution | www.nature.com/natecolevol

immune cell–pathogen encounters are governed by mass action1,30.
However, many immune cell types actively locate infection sites
using chemotaxis20,31 (Fig. 1c), which suggests cells interact with
pathogens through a mixture of undirected and directed motion
(Fig. 2a). We parameterized our model (see Methods) using empirical responses of immune cells to a localized wound site18. Because of
the same mechanism that stabilizes consumer–resource interactions
(Fig. 3a), the model predicts that rare pathogens can persist at low
levels in the body without being eradicated over a far wider range
of conditions than conventional models suggest1,30. Moreover, our
model can predict how the disruption of chemotaxis that occurs
during systemic infections31 erodes the ability of host immune cells
to control infections. If the length scale over which immune cells
detect infections sites is reduced during the course of the infection31,
these cells can lose the ability to locate infection sites, leading to
uncontrolled proliferation of the pathogen (Fig. 6a).
Our theoretical framework extends readily to spatially patchy
ecological systems that are not well described by existing mean-field
ecological theory. For example, in marine ecosystems, trophic interactions are concentrated in highly productive ‘hotspots’5 (Fig. 6b).
Recruitment of marine consumers to hotspots is well documented32,
but has only recently been included in marine ecosystem models, typically through individual-based simulations or empirically
parameterized covariance between consumer and resource densities5. Our model provides an intermediary between these parameter-heavy, spatial population models and conventional mean-field
models that ignore structure in the environment. We applied the
model to a population of marine predators (for example, sea birds
and salmon) that move through the environment following the
dynamic shown in Fig. 1a, where a ‘target’ is now a productivity
hotspot and l* is the detection length scale for signals produced at the
hotspot (for example, wind-borne dimethyl sulfide32). The ability of
marine predators to exploit hotspots depends on the length scale l*.
This length scale, in turn, drives both the productivity of marine
predator populations and the rate at which these populations export
carbon to greater depths through excretion and deadfalls (Fig. 6c).

Discussion

Our objective in this work is to explore how the transmission and
use of sensory information so evident at the resolution of individual
ecological interactions6,7,33 can influence interaction rates and, by
consequence, the demography of interacting populations. Despite
the diversity of ecological systems in nature, these systems exhibit
important conserved features. The use of sensory information to
guide motion—whether by signal-guided locomotion12, directed
growth34 or other mechanisms14—is one such feature that occurs in
a tremendous variety of natural systems7. Our analysis suggests that
models of ecological dynamics may make better predictions by taking this feature into account.
One key prediction of our theory is that the relationship between
interaction rate and target density will often have a sigmoid form
(Fig. 2b and Extended Data Figs. 1–3). Sigmoid interaction rate
functions are already widely used in ecological models, most notably as type III functional responses of the form λ = aρq/(1 + haρq),
where a and q are parameters that control the shape of the relationship between interaction rate and target density, and h is handling
time. A major limitation of type III functional responses, however,
is that the physical meaning of parameters a and q are difficult to
define, and their values are not predictable a priori except in a few
special cases25,26,35. In practice, this means that, to apply this model
to any given system, one must either assume parameter values or
measure them empirically36. In contrast, our framework derives
interaction rates directly from measurable features of organismal
behaviour, allowing for a priori prediction of interaction rates and
their functional forms. This approach holds the promise of predicting the qualitative dynamics of coupled populations from a few key
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Methods

Deriving interaction rate from searcher motion. We define an interaction as an
individual instance in which a searcher and target come into physical contact. We
therefore take the interaction length scale, li, to be on the order of one searcher
body length. This covers many types of ecological interactions including the
ingestion of a prey item by a predator, phagocytosis of a pathogen by an immune
cell, feeding of a disease vector on a host, contact between a pollinator and a
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functional traits that vary systematically with body size, environmental medium (for example, air and water) or sensory modality. The examples of consumer–resource dynamics (Figs. 3 and 4),
host–pathogen interactions (Fig. 6a) and predator productivity in
patchy environments (Fig. 6c) illustrate the power of understanding how interaction rates depend on fine-scale features of ecological
interactions. Changes in the interactions themselves—for example,
the changes in the length scale over which predators32 (Fig. 4) or
immune cells31 (Fig. 6a) navigate to targets—lead to testable predictions about population dynamics.
While our framework incorporates responses of searching
organisms to sensory information, there are many empirically
observed features of real ecological interactions that it does not
include. For example, we do not model temporal variation in predator behaviour that can occur because of changes in internal state
or learning37,38. Other potential sources of variation in interaction
rates include the particular arrangement of targets in a landscape,
variability in the properties of the targets and the degree to which
searchers locally deplete the landscape14. In the Supplementary
Discussion and Extended Data Fig. 2 we present simulation results
demonstrating that the major qualitative features of information
limitation are preserved under a range of assumptions about target arrangement, variation in target properties and target depletion.
Nevertheless, formally incorporating features like complex spatial
arrangement of targets14,39, target motion12 and more sophisticated
searcher behaviour37,38 would provide a valuable extension to the
theory of information limitation. Finally, we note that the use of
sensory information to guide prey escape behaviour is another
widely observed phenomenon in ecological systems40. While such
behaviour is not explicitly incorporated into our framework, one
can envision an interaction rate model that includes the ability of
prey species to use sensory information to detect and evade predators. If information-driven escape behaviours affect interaction
rates in a way that depends on density (for example, see ref. 41), this
phenomenon also has the potential to influence qualitative dynamics at the population scale.
The perception and use of sensory information is ubiquitous
in biology. Explicitly taking this into account may significantly
improve models of interacting populations, with the potential to
yield insights into dynamical phenomena across ecology, physiology, oceanography and medicine.
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Fig. 6 | Sensory length scale drives dynamics and productivity.
a, Pathogen infection and leukocyte dynamics during healthy immune
response (black line) and response where chemotaxis is disrupted31
(red line) at time = 2 d post-infection. Leukocytes interact with infection
sites at rate λ(I) given by information-limited kinetics1,43. Model details
given in Methods. b, Chlorophyll (chl) concentration (mg chl m−3, colours
indicate fourth-root transformed chl concentration) in the California
Current Ecosystem during the spring upwelling season (16 April 2016;
data from NOAA VIIRS instrument, accessed via NOAA ERDDAP server)
showing patchy productivity hotspots. Yellow indicates higher chlorophyll
concentration. c, Factorial increase in marine predator productivity and
carbon export to greater depths with change in the total extent of hotspots
(% total area) and the length scale, l*, over which predators can detect and
move towards hotspots. Productivity computed as predator reproductive
rate at equilibrium; carbon export computed as a fraction of unassimilated
biomass (faecal sinking) plus a fraction of mortality (carcass sinking5).
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plant flower, and so forth. We define the interaction rate, λ, as the long-run rate of
interactions between a single searcher and targets: λ ¼ limt!1 NðtÞ
t , where N(t) is
the number of targets the searcher has interacted with
I up to time t. By the renewal
1
1
¼ hτiþh
, where τsearch is the time
theorem, the limit converges to λ ¼ E½τsearch þτ
interact 
between ending one interaction and
I starting the next, and τinteract is the duration
Nature Ecology & Evolution | www.nature.com/natecolevol
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of interactions, E½ is the expected value operator, and we have introduced the
shorthand 〈τ〉 :=IE[τsearch] and h := E[τinteract]. The timescale, h, is often referred to as
the handling time. Expectations are taken over many searcher–target interactions.
In conventional mean-field ecological models, searchers are considered
to move independently at random through a random target landscape, either
diffusively12,13 or ballistically11 between interactions. Under these assumptions, the
interaction rate, λ, is given by mass action (that is, λ ∝ ρ), when handling time, h,
is negligible. This form is known as a Holling type I functional response11: λ = αρ,
where α is a constant of proportionality. When h is non-negligible, interaction
αρ
. This form is known
rate is given by a saturating form of mass action, λ ¼ 1þhαρ
as the Holling type II functional response. We useIthe terms ‘interaction rate’ and
‘functional response’ interchangeably throughout, but note that cases exist where
they need not be equal.
Interaction rates with sensory information. In this section, we develop a model to
describe interactions between searchers that move randomly at large distances and
move in a target-directed fashion at distances within sensory length scale, l* (Fig.
1a). The mean search time for this process can be divided into two components:
the contribution of the random portion of the search and the contribution of the
directed portion of the search.
To calculate the component of search time due to random motion (that
is, 〈τrandom〉) in a two-dimensional target landscape with target density, ρ, we
approximate the landscape as a two-dimensional plane in which targets are located
on a regular lattice with intertarget distance, 2lo (refs. 13,42). The expected time
to reach a distance l* is then computed as the mean time taken to move from a
random location in the plane to within a distance l* of one of the targets. This
approach has been used to understand diffusion-limited interaction rates between
molecules and cell surface receptors42 and to model diffusion-limited interactions
more generally13,15. The mean time to reach a distance l* from a target is given by
the solution to the backward Kolmogorov equation, 0 = 1+DΔ〈τ(x, y)〉, where D
is the diffusion coefficient, 〈τ(x,y)〉 is the mean first passage time from location
(x,y) and Δ is the Laplacian operator15. Because targets are assumed to be located
on a regular lattice, a searcher that wanders out of the vicinity of one target will
wander into the vicinity of another target. This suggests that the resource field can
be further approximated by a circular region, with an absorbing inner boundary at
l* (within which directed search begins) and a reflecting outer boundary at radius,
lo = (ρπ)−1/2 > l* (refs. 13,42). Because of the radial symmetry of this environment, the
Kolmogorov backward equation for the first passage time to the target from any
starting location, (x0,y0), becomes a second-order ordinary differential equation
with variable coefficients and can be solved exactly. In particular, the mean

2lo2 log

l

�l2 þl*2

*
time to reach l* from initial distance, l > l* is
. By integrating over
4D
all starting positions, one gets the average search
I time over the region of random
motion, 〈τrandom〉. A detailed account of how this approach can be used to solve first
passage time problems is given in ref. 42.
To calculate the component of search time due to directed motion, we compute
the mean time taken for searchers to reach the target from within a distance l* of a
target. For all searches that begin in the region l > l*, the time to cross the region of
i
directed search is l* l
v , where li again is the distance at which the interaction takes
place. In the regionI l < l*, the time to reach the target is llv i, where l is the initial
distance to the target.
I
Using the above expressions for the time contributions from random and
directed portions of the search, we can compute the overall mean search time and
the resulting interaction rate. Assuming searches start with uniform probability
over the circular region 0 < l < lo leads to the equation

λ ¼ R lo
0

l

1
pðlÞ½τrandom ðlÞþτdirected ðlÞdlþh

¼ hτrandom iþh1τdirected iþh

ð1Þ

where
hτrandom i ¼

 


l2o � l*2
l4o
lo
3l2 � l2*
� o
log
2
2
2
lo
2Dðlo � l* Þ
l*
8D

if l* < lo and zero otherwise. The contribution of directed motion is
hτdirected i ¼



1  2
3 lo � l2* ðl* � li Þ þ 2l3* � 3l*2 li þ li3
3vl2o

if l* < lo. Note that 〈τdirected〉 is defined to include the contribution from searches
that begin in the region l > l* and cross the region of directed motion, as well
as the contribution from searches that begin within the region of directed
motion l < l*. In the special case where searchers move in a directed fashion
throughout the environment (that is, if the length scale, l*, is equal to or great
of directed motion simplifies to
than lo), the expression for the contribution
�1
hτdirected i ¼ ðlo � li Þ2 ð2lo þ li Þ 3vl2o , and there is no contribution of random
motion.
The dependence of equation (1) on target density, ρ, can be seen by noting
I
that ρ ¼ πl12 .
o
I
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Equation (1) has a similar form to the type II functional response discussed
above, with the major difference being that the ‘attack rate’ (that is, the inverse of
the mean search time, h1τi ¼ ½hτrandom i þ hτdirected i�1 ), is a nonlinear function of
target density, ρ. It is this
I nonlinearity that captures the phenomenon we refer to as
information limitation.
Consumer–resource interactions, stability and collapse. Fig. 3 shows how
information limitation can affect the stability and persistence of simple consumer–
resource systems. To do this, we used a generalized consumer–resource model:


dR
R
dt ¼ rR 1 � K � λðRÞC
dC
dt ¼ λðRÞCε � μC
In the absence of consumers, resources grow logistically with a maximum
per-capita growth rate, r, and carrying capacity, K. Consumers, eat resources at
a per-capita rate λ(R), convert consumed resources into new consumers with
efficiency, ε, and die at a per-capita rate μ. When encounters between consumers
and resources are governed by mass action and each interaction incurs a handling
time, the model is equivalent to the Rosenzweig–MacArther consumer–resource
model, where
λðRÞ ¼

aR
1 þ ahR

and a is the per attack rate (R−1t−1) and h is handling time. To evaluate the role
of information limitation on stability and persistence in consumer–resource
systems, we evaluated consumer–resource dynamics under both mass action
and information-limited kinetics (equation (1)) over a wide range of empirical
parameter values (Fig. 3). For each, we solved numerically for the time-dependent
dynamics of each consumer–resource system. We defined a persisting consumer–
resource system as a system where neither consumer nor resource densities fell
below 10−20 over the course of 4,000 timesteps. Fig. 3 shows the space of random
consumer–resource systems explored in the analysis and the regions of parameter
space where persistence occurs for the Rosenzweig–MacArthur model and the
model with information-limited interaction kinetics. Additional details of model
parameterizations and analysis are described in the Supplementary Discussion.
Immune cell–pathogen interactions. Changes in chemotaxis during the course of
infection can be modelled using equation (1) to describe within-tissue interaction
rates between a population of leukocytes and pathogen infection sites, where
a disruption of chemotaxis is represented by a reduction in the length scale, l*,
during the course of the infection. We modelled dynamics using a simple coupled
population model of within-tissue infection (I) and leukocytes (L) loads1,43:
LλðI Þ
dI
dt ¼ γI � η
dL
¼
β
þ
ωL
λð I Þ
dt

� δL

where I is the density of the infectious population that could be either a population
of infectious agents (for example, bacteria, virus or parasites) or a population of
infected cells, and L is the density of leukocytes. This model posits that, in the
absence of an immune response, mean infection concentration in a tissue will
increase exponentially at a per-capita rate γ. Individual leukocytes encounter
infectious sites at a rate λ(I). Typically, the immune response to a local infection
will involve a coordinated response by many classes of immune cells; however,
for simplicity, we model a single generalized leukocyte population and assume
that the elimination of a local infection requires η leukocytes to recruit to the site
of the infection. Leukocytes are produced at a constant background rate β that is
further stimulated by contacts with infections at rate ω and die at a per-capita rate
δ. We assumed γ = 2 d−1, η = 100, β = 100 cells μl−1d−1, ω = 1 and δ = 1 d−1 to model a
generic infection/immune system interaction.
Model parameters of leukocyte motion were estimated from time-lapse videos
of neutrophils20. The parameters v (19.9 mm d−1) and D (0.078 mm2 d−1) were
estimated from tracked paths of neutrophils before the initiation of chemotaxis
(t < 10 min in Video S2 of Lämmerman et al.20) using the methods described in the
Supplementary Discussion. We assumed l* = 0.1 mm based on empirically observed
immune cell responses20,44.
Mutualistic interactions. We evaluate the effect of information limitation on
the stability of mutualist population dynamics using modified Lotka–Volterra
competition equations, where the sign of the interaction term is changed to model
positive rather than negative interspecific interactions45–47. We further replace the
type I functional response sometimes used in such models with a type II functional
response to yield the following system of equations:
dM1
dt
dM2
dt

¼ r1 M1 � m1 M12 þ ζ 1 M1 λðM2 Þ
¼ r2 M2 � m2 M22 þ ζ 2 M1 λðM2 Þ

where M1 is the density of the searcher mutualist (for example, pollinator) and
M2 is the target mutualist (for example, plant), ri is the intrinsic growth rate of the
ith species, mi is the intraspecific competition coefficient, ξi governs the effect
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of encounters on the growth rate of the ith species and λ(M2), is the functional
response of the searcher mutualist species on the target species:
λðM2 Þ ¼

aM2
1 þ ahM2

When r1 and r2 are both less than or equal to zero, the species are obligate
mutualists45. We consider the special case where both r1 and r2 equal zero, which
represents two logistically growing populations with a carrying capacity equal
to zero in the absence of the other population. In this case, there is one unstable
equilibrium at M1 = 0, M2 = 0, and one stable equilibrium where both species
coexist. As long as the initial densities of mutualists are greater than zero, all
populations converge to the coexistence equilibrium. However, if we replace the
type II functional response with equation (1) to incorporate information limitation,
the dynamics exhibit an Allee effect; the behaviour of the system depends on initial
conditions as shown in Fig. 5b (red flows). If initial searcher or target densities are
high, both populations will converge to a stable coexisting equilibrium, but if either
initial population is too low, both populations go extinct. Under more general
conditions of obligate mutualisms, where r1 and r2 are negative, interaction kinetics
that are governed by a type II functional response can also lead to an Allee effect.
In this case, replacing the type II functional response with information-limited
interaction rates will generally increase the size of the basin of attraction that leads
to collapse.
Marine predator biomass productivity and carbon export. To illustrate the
implications of information-limited interactions in patchy environments we
analysed a simple model of marine predator population dynamics and carbon
cycling in a marine system containing productivity hotspots (Fig. 6b,c). To
identify a relevant parameter regime, we use the California Current Ecosystem
as a reference5,48,49. We focus on hotspots generated by frontal activity and use
an estimate of 5% (1–10% range) of coastal ocean surface area classified as
frontal5. We assumed a characteristic hotspot size, sh, of ~10 km2 based on the
empirical range of size estimates of krill and anchovy aggregations48. This gives a
characteristic hotspot density, ρh = 5 × 10−3 hotspots km−2 for the 5% hotspot area
condition (range: 1 × 10−3 to 1 × 10−2 hotspots km−2). We assumed that the rate of
prey consumption is ten times higher in hotspots than outside hotspots due to the
high density of prey in these regions and the sparsity of prey between them. This is
likely to be a conservative estimate during strong upwelling conditions, where the
density of prey outside hotspots can be close to zero48. Hotspots of the species that
serve as prey for marine top predators (for example, anchovy and krill) are driven
largely by aggregation and disaggregation rather than population growth; we
therefore assume hotspots have a characteristic lifespan τh = 5 d.
Within hotspots, we assume prey are dense enough that predators feed ad
libitum. This can be relaxed without significantly changing our results as long
as prey density within hotspots is high enough that handling time becomes
the limiting factor influencing consumption rate. We set predator maximum
consumption rate using the relationship uh = 0.1MC0.75 kg prey mass day−1 (ref. 50),
where consumer body size, MC, is taken to be ~10 kg as representative of small
marine top predators.
We consider a marine predator that detects hotspots using a physical
cue such as wind-advected odours (for example, dimethyl sulfide and
dimethylsulfoniopropionate32), sound produced at the hotspot or biosonar51. The
length scale over which detection and directed motion towards the target becomes
possible depends on the sensory modality the predator uses to detect the hotspot.
Fig. 6c shows a range of values from l* = 0 km to l* = 10 km to cover the range of
sensory modalities used by marine predators.
For the results shown in Fig. 6c, we assume that when the predator is within a
distance l* of a hotspot, it moves directly towards the centre of the hotspot. Outside
hotspots, the predator moves diffusively, and the dominant motion occurs in the
horizontal plane such that interactions can be modelled by equation (1). Predators
feed at a rate uh within hotspots and uo outside hotspots. Under these assumptions,
the mean rate of prey consumption by an individual predator is
hui ¼

uo h τ s i
uh h τ h i
uo þ uh hτh iλ
þ
¼
hτh i þ hτs i hτh i þ hτs i
1 þ hτh iλ

where we have equated the inverse of the mean search time with the patch
interaction rate in the last expression: hτ1s i ¼ λ. To incorporate information
limitation, the interaction rate λ is givenI by equation (1), where a target is now
taken to be a resource hotspot and l* is the length scale over which the predator can
detect and bias its motion towards the hotspot.
Population dynamics of the consumer are modelled by the equation
dC
¼ εhuiC � μC 2
dt

where ε is conversion efficiency and μC2 is a density-dependent death term.
We computed long-run productivity and carbon export by solving for the
consumer density at equilibrium, C* ¼ εhμui. Because at equilibrium birth and
death rates are equal, the rate of production
of new predator biomass is just μC*2.
I

Following ref. 5, we compute export of carbon to deeper strata as the sum of two
terms: a term due to sinking of excreted unassimilated biomass that is proportional
to the total population consumption rate ε〈u〉C* and a term due to the sinking
of dead consumers that is proportional to the total population mortality, μC*2.
Again, at equilibrium these two terms are proportional to one another because
productivity is equal to mortality. Fig. 6c shows how productivity and carbon
export rates change as a function of sensory length scale, l*, and the fraction of the
coastal ocean taken up by hotspots.
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability

No data were generated in this study. Data in Fig. 1c were digitized from published
studies19,20,54–56. Chlorophyll data shown in Fig. 6b can be freely accessed via NOAA
ERDDAP server (https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap).

Code availability

Simulations and ODE system solutions were conducted in the R environment
(R Development Core Team). Code is available for download as Supplementary
Software.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Shape of interaction rate functions is preserved under continuous variation in the degree of directed motion. (a) Rate of drift
toward target as a function of distance from the target for the two-state model described in the main text with l*=100 body lengths (black line), and
for three alternative models in which drift rate toward the target is a saturating function of a signal that decays exponentially (purple), like a Gaussian
(orange) or like an inverse-square power law (green) with distance from the target. Signal decay parameters were chosen so that the mean drift speed at
distance 100 body lengths are equal for all models. Drift rate, H(l), is calculated as a saturating function of the signal to constrain searchers to a maximum
drift speed: H(l)=−vmaxtanh(S(l)), where S(l) is the signal value at a distance l, from a target (see Supplementary Discussion for details). The hyperbolic
tangent form is motivated by past work on signal-dependent taxis responses15,16; other saturating functions yield similar results. (b) Interaction rate
computed by solving Eq. (1) using the drift rates shown in panel (a). (c) Per-capita interaction rates corresponding to interaction rates shown in panel (b).
Note non-monotonic form similar to that shown in Fig. 2c of the Main Text. (d) Range of drift functions with different parameter values. Each curve is one
parameterization of the exponential signal function shown in panel (b) with drift rate again given by H(l)=−vmaxtanh(S(l)). Dark colored curves indicate
functions in which change in drift rate with distance from target is relatively slow, whereas lighter colors are drift rate functions with more abrupt transition
from high to low drift rate as distance from target increases. (e) Per-capita encounter rate as a function of target density for the same curves shown in
panel (d). Note that location and height of peak changes but qualitative shape of curve is preserved.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Interaction rates in random target landscapes. (a) Interaction rate and per-capita interaction rate in a two-dimensional landscape
with targets distributed according to a Poisson spatial process, (b) targets distributed according to a Poisson spatial process in which the length scale of
sensory information, l*, differs for each target, and (c) targets distributed according to a Poisson spatial process where the searcher depletes targets as
it moves through the environment. Points correspond to l* of 5 (squares), 10 (boxes), 20 (triangles), and 40 (diamonds) body lengths. For the simulation
with variable l*, these values are averages. See Supplementary Discussion ‘Robustness to spatial arrangement, target variability, and target depletion’ for a
description of simulations.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Analytic approximation of interaction rates in a random target landscape. Per-capita interaction rates in a two-dimensional
landscape with targets distributed according to a Poisson spatial process. Lines show analytic approximation (see Supplementary Discussion
‘Analytic approximation for interaction rate in a random target field’). Note that, while approximation overestimates per-capita rate at intermediate density,
prediction at high and low densities is accurate, as is the predicted location of peak per-capita interaction rate.
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All data referenced in this study are available in previously published studies, which are referenced in the text and supplement. Data are used to identify plausible
parameter ranges, and to illustrate how model parameters can be calculated empirically, but the central results of this study are mathematical in nature and
independent of any particular dataset.
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